Global impacts
trigger change
Business transformation

The resources on which businesses rely are becoming more difficult
to access and are associated with social and environmental risks
along the value chain. The unpredictable results of a changing climate
will affect physical assets and supply chains. And businesses can
expect an ever more complex web of sustainability-related regulation,
subsidies and other fiscal instruments. In this challenging environment,
companies have to transform the way they are doing business to
build value for shareholders and society, avoid reputational damage and
cope with regulatory risks. Clear action is required to steer your
company towards a sustainable future.

KPMG’s Sustainability Services
To turn sustainability into a strategic
strength, our experts help you with
the following solutions:
•
•
•
•

Business strategy
Sustainable finance
Business transformation
Reporting & Assurance

Your challenges

How KPMG can help you

To turn strategic plans into ambitious targets and actions for
energy and resource efficiency, sustainable supply chain
management, innovation and access to new markets or tax
incentives requires a broad set of skills and resources.
Your challenges along the way may be:

Our experts can support you with a broad set of services and
access to our global network:

• Understanding future climate risks and scenarios, define
and prioritize actions to decarbonize your operations and
value chain and address future risks and opportunities
• Understanding the evolving human rights legislation and
how action can put in place to tackle priority areas,
including implementing a social compliance management
system in line with future Swiss and EU regulation
• Establishing transparency along the supply chain, using
state-of-the art technology
• Moving towards a more circular business model

• KPMG’s Climate Risk and Decarbonization Strategy experts
help businesses meet challenges of climate change.
From demonstrating to investors, regulators and wider
stakeholders that the business understands the specific
risks and opportunities climate change presents, including
adherence to the TCFD recommendations, to developing a
strategic response that enhances resilience and positions
the business
• Our human rights experts support you in identifying,
evaluating and improving social impacts, managing ethical
sourcing and labor practice risks and opportunities in
the supply chain, from child labor to social procurement,
managing social and human rights risks in the operating
context and addressing the corporate responsibility to
respect human rights, including establishing transparency
on it
• Our circular economy experts help you to analyze the
market and understand regulatory trends. They further
support you in identifying circular risks and opportunities,
select priority solutions and build a clear plan to
implement those

Your benefits
Working with our experts in risk consulting, strategy, human rights, circular
economy and climate change, technical accounting and tax expertise will
help you leverage the opportunities of your transformation.
• Transparency on majors risks and opportunities impacting the future
success of your business
• Actionable recommendations to improve resilience of your operation
and increase the business value
• Clarity on future regulatory requirements and their impacts on the business
as well as actions to implement them
• Clear strategic, value-based view of climate risk compliance with future
human rights regulations
• Strategic, value-driven lens on climate risk and compliance with upcoming
human rights regulation
• State-of-the art technology to implement new processes and establish
transparency on risks, opportunities and supply chains
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